Virtual Events: An Important
New Source of Non-Dues
Revenue for Associations

M

any associations are continuing to
see challenges to their ability to
generate revenue from their faceto-face events. The sale of exhibit space and
sponsorships has become increasingly difficult
as companies more carefully measure the
return on their investments in their marketing
and sales expenditures. This has been
compounded by the availability of new online
media options being offered by companies
competing with the associations serving the
same markets. The solution is for association
executives to look for new sources of revenue
that compliment rather than compete with their
traditional offerings.
The Virtual Platform
Corporate websites and social media have
become mainstream in their ability to connect
a company with its customers and prospects.
Through advanced web technology, a virtual
event can emulate the attendee experience of
a face-to-face event. There are several ways in
which this can be done.

The Virtual Tradeshow
Designed to complement, not compete with,
your association’s face-to-face event, a virtual
tradeshow can make available all of the content
delivered to your members by your presenters,
keynote speakers, and exhibitors. It becomes an
extension of your convention or conference by
extending its life beyond the closing day while
reaching your association’s members who were
unable to attend in person. As a new source
of revenue, a virtual tradeshow offers the
opportunity for your sales staff to sell virtual
booth space and sponsorships. These can be
sold alone or as part of a marketing package
combining live exhibit space along with the
virtual experience.
For your exhibitors, a virtual booth allows
companies to do online what they do at your
event:
•

“Scan” the badge of each visitor to their
booth.

•

Distribute literature such as catalogs, price
sheets, order forms, specification sheets,
white papers, and so much more.

geographic location and have immediate access
to the information they need to contact each
company.

•

Use videos and PowerPoint presentations to
show product demonstrations, commercials,
and interviews.

Virtual Job Fair

•

Support discussions between representatives
of each company and their
customers and prospects in
real time.

•

Increase brand recognition
and product awareness for
each participating company.

The association market is currently served by
providers of industry-specific job sites which
are structured to support the listing of one job

Online Buyers Guide
The traditional online buyers
guides that are available to
associations today are two
dimensional. They are text-based
listings which provide basic
company contact information
and some descriptive text along
with a link to the listee’s own
website. You can now bring this to life as a
three dimensional event in which companies can
not only list their contact information, but can
also directly generate leads while distributing
their literature and displaying their videos and
presentations. Users of the site can search for
listed companies in a number of ways including
by product/service category as well as by

vacancy at a time for a flat monthly fee. These
services offer only text-based listing information
and a mechanism through which an applicant
can submit a resume and cover letter. Moving
this service to a virtual event allows hiring
companies to showcase themselves to prospective
employees while also giving them the ability to
list all of their vacancies in one place at one time.

ROI: The Three Most Important Letters Which Assure the Success of Your Event

T

oday’s exhibitors and sponsors are more concerned than ever before about the return on the
investment they make in participating and supporting your association’s event. Whether
measured over the few days of a convention or for several months afterwards, exhibiting
companies want to know that the sales generated from their participation in your association’s
event exceeded their costs. But, the tools available to capture leads at events are inconsistent
and unreliable. Whether collecting business cards or swiping attendee badges with a lead
retrieval system, an exhibitor can never be certain they have captured the information they need
to follow up with all people who may have visited their booth. This means lost leads and lost
opportunities.
But, a virtual event is different. Through its advanced data collection functionality,
information about every visitor is captured in real time and made immediately available. Each
exhibitor receives full contact information about everyone who visits. But, also information is
collected showing each visitor’s area of interest such as which documents were downloaded and
which videos and presentations were viewed. So rather than the hit-or-miss lead generation that
occurs in a face-to-face event, a virtual event captures sales generating information from every
visitor every time. The result is a greater ROI for exhibitors, sponsors, and attendees.

Company videos can be viewed by applicants as
well as a direct method through which resumes
and applications can be submitted directly to
the human resources departments of hiring
companies. For companies with multiple job
vacancies to fill throughout the year, rather than
paying for each individual listing, a company
can pay one annual fee to have unlimited listings
posted throughout the year all presented in an
attractive and easy to use format.
The 6Connex
Platform
6Connex
brings to the
association
marketplace the
most innovative
virtual platform
technology
available today.
It is attractive,
interactive,
and smoothly
operates on all
platforms.

The virtual event is designed to complement
not replace or compete with your organization’s
face-to-face events. It is positioned as a value
added benefit to live exhibitors and sponsors as
a tool to assure that each supporting company
gets the return on their investment they need.
A virtual event cannot provide the social,
networking, personal relationships that are part
of a successful live event, but it can enhance
the value of that event for your organization, its
members, and the companies and organizations
that support it. In
addition, it becomes
a new source of
non-dues revenue
that requires no
investment of staff
time to implement
and can be a new
and exciting product
for your sales staff
to sell. Since it is
web-based, it does
not use any of your
organization’s
server capacity.
Visitors simply
gain access to the
site from a link placed on your organization’s
website.

“6Connex’s virtual
conferencing platform
helped us promote
regulatory education…
and interact directly with
clients....”

The screenshot on page 1 is a typical entrance
into a virtual event, though a number of design
options are available. Through a link on your
organization’s website, each visitor is asked to
register in order to receive his/her “badge”. The
visitor can then visit any or all of the areas within
the site as often as they want. Usually divided
into three sections, the virtual event contains
an “auditorium” for general sessions, unlimited
“meeting rooms” for breakout sessions, and an
“exhibit hall” for companies to meet customers
and prospects. Each area supports the display
of videos, PowerPoint presentations, and
distribution of PDF documents. Revenue is
generated through the sale of virtual exhibit
booths and sponsorships of specific areas of the
event or full site. For example, in the screenshot,
above, a sponsoring company could be identified
through the large banners on the left and right
sides of the image.
The virtual exhibit hall offers exhibiting
companies several booth design options each
supporting multiple screens for videos and
presentations. In addition, lead generation is
captured and shared with each company so that
they can follow up immediately with interested
customers and prospects.

A virtual event can be launched in conjunction
with the opening of your convention or
conference or can be made available on the day
your event closes thereby extending the life of
your event and the content derived from it for as
long as one year. The benefits are several:
•

Exhibitors continue to interact with your
members long after your live event ends.

•

Content is stored and made available for
those who attended your live event as well
as for those who were unable to attend—a
true member benefit

•

An important new source of non-dues revenue.

•

Delivers a larger audience over a longer period of time.

•

Appeals to all of your organization’s members and attendees because of its web-based
easy-to-use format.

A Tour of a Virtual Event
The Lobby
Attendees first enter your event
through the lobby. It is here
that they first register, receive
their badge, and learn about the
events, presentations, exhibitors
and sponsors. It is through the
lobby that attendees then go to
the auditorium for such as events
as plenary sessions or keynote
addresses. It is also from here that
attendees gain direct access to
the exhibit hall and specialized
presentations in meeting rooms.

Meeting Spaces
The Auditorium, as well as
individual breakout rooms, allow
your attendees to see presentations
in a variety of formats including
video, audio, PowerPoint, PDF
documents, and optional live
streaming. Content is available
for attendees to download each
presentation for later viewing or to
share with colleagues.

Exhibits and Sponsorships
Your exhibitors will find that their
virtual booth is a highly successful
lead generating tool. Attendees
can swipe their badge at each
booth as well as download PDF
documents such as catalogs and
flyers. Attendee activity is captured
for later follow-up. It is also
from each booth that a company
can offer video and PowerPoint
presentations. In addition to a
booth, your event’s sponsors have
a number of options to promote
their brand throughout the event. These include banners in one or more areas of the event as well as
branded signage acknowledging each sponsor’s support of your organization.

Compare a Live Event to a Virtual Event
Function

Live Event

Virtual Event

Registration required (badge)

Yes

Yes

Subject tracks/breakout rooms

Yes

Yes

Keynote presentations

Yes

Yes

Registration bags

Yes

Yes

Exhibit hall

Yes

Yes

Sponsorship signage

Yes

Yes

Paper handouts, documents, catalogs, etc.

Yes

Yes

Collect business cards

Yes

Yes

2-4 days

up to 1 year

Yes

No

Duration
Free candy and pens
Getting Started
As a 6Connex marketing partner, our job
is to assure that your event is created and
launched successfully. We start by working
with you to identify your organization’s goals
and expectations for the project. We then
guide you through the process of planning for
the revenue generating elements including
pricing recommendations for virtual exhibit
space and sponsorship opportunities. We will
show your association’s sales staff how to
package the virtual event along with the other
products they are selling to assure that the

event adds value to the investment made by
your industry suppliers which support your
events and products. We will then provide the
necessary instruction to your staff to enable
them to build your event or we can build the
event for you following the guidelines you
establish. We offer a number of design options for each area of the virtual environment
that will assure that it is attractive and unique
while fully incorporating your association’s
brand. Once your event is live, we will show
you how to analyze the metrics and share
them with the event’s stakeholders including
presentors, exhibitors, and sponsors.

6Connex has been a leader in the virtual environment space since
2009, powering Virtual Destinations for career fairs, virtual tradeshows, corporate universities, product launches, onboarding, user
conferences and other applications. All while enabling connections
that drive measurable ROI against defined business objectives. 6Connex’ 100-percent SaaS
virtual destination platform is easy to use and deploy for orgqanizations large and small. The
company is headquartered in Pleasanton, CA and can be visited at www.6connex.com.
Located in the Washington, DC area, Advertising Sales
Experts in a marketing partner with 6Connex specializing in
the association marketplace. Founded by a former association
executive, the company’s services focus on the development and
generation of sources of non-dues revenue. For customers of a
virtual event, the company will provide technical and marketing
support and guidance of pricing models and sales strategies to assure a successful launch. Additional services can include the creation and management of the virtual event. Contact us at
240-498-9674 or visit us at www.adsalesexperts.net to learn more.
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